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di MATEMATICA

Master’s Degree in Mathematics - Courses replacement

The undersigned

   @studenti.univr.it
(second name)             (first name)                   (student id)         (institutional email)

enrolled in the Master’s Degree of Mathematics of the University of Verona

in the academic year  /  in the 

ASKS

- for the replacement of the course Analythical mechanics (course code 4S001102) with

 
(course name)                                                                                                             (course code)

If enrolled in the Applied mathematics study plan, you can choose any course in the Master’s Degree in 
Mathematics or the course Metodi numerici per le equazioni differenziali (in Italian, course code 4S00704) of
the Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Mathematics, if not already in your previous career or in your plan of study.
If enrolled in the Mathematics for education study plan, you can choose any course with academic 
sector from MAT/06 to MAT/09 in the Master’s Degree in Mathematics or the course Metodi numerici per le 
equazioni differenziali (in Italian, course code 4S00704) of the Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Mathematics, if 
not already in your previous career or in your plan of study.

- for the replacement of the course Differential geometry (course code 4S003196) with

 
(course name)                                                                                                             (course code)

you can choose any course with academic sector from MAT/01 to MAT/05 in the Master’s Degree in 
Mathematics, if not already in your previous career or in your plan of study.

Motivations/notes

Verona,  /  / 

                                        
    Signature not needed, send from your institutional email to

carriere.scienze@ateneo.univr.it
with subject: Mathematics, YOUR STUDENT ID, courses replacement

and attaching all the documents which support your request
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